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ABSTRACT
X-ray and radio observations of CIZA J2242.8+5301 suggest that it is a major cluster merger.
Despite being well studied in the X-ray, and radio, little has been presented on the cluster structure
and dynamics inferred from its galaxy population. We carried out a deep (i < 25) broad band imaging
survey of the system with Subaru SuprimeCam (g & i bands) and the Canada France Hawaii Telescope
(r band) as well as a comprehensive spectroscopic survey of the cluster area (505 redshifts) using Keck
DEIMOS. We use this data to perform a comprehensive galaxy/redshift analysis of the system, which
is the first step to a proper understanding the geometry and dynamics of the merger, as well as using
the merger to constrain self-interacting dark matter. We find that the system is dominated by two
+0.13
subclusters of comparable richness with a projected separation of 6.9′ +0.7
−0.5 (1.3−0.10 Mpc). We find that
the north and south subclusters have similar redshifts of z ≈ 0.188 with a relative line-of-sight velocity
difference of 69±190 km s−1 . We also find that north and south subclusters have velocity dispersions of
−1
−1
14
1160+100
and 1080+100
, respectively. These correspond to masses of 16.1+4.6
−90 km s
−70 km s
−3.3 × 10 M⊙
+4.0
14
and 13.0−2.5 × 10 M⊙ , respectively. While velocity dispersion measurements of merging clusters
can be biased we believe the bias in this system to be minor due to the large projected separation
and nearly plane-of-sky merger configuration. CIZA J2242.8+5301 is a relatively clean dissociative
cluster merger with near 1:1 mass ratio, which makes it an ideal merger for studying merger associated
physical phenomena.
Subject headings: galaxies: clusters: individual (CIZA J2242.8+5301 ), galaxies: distances and redshifts
1. INTRODUCTION

Under the hierarchical structure formation paradigm
all clusters are formed from merging substructures.
When the mergers involve two approximately equal mass
subclusters a dissociative merger can occur where the
baryonic plasma of each subcluster collides, forms shocks,
is slowed relative to the effectively collisionless galaxies, and becomes dissociated for a time post-merger
(some examples include: the Bullet Cluster, Clowe et al.
2004; the Musket Ball Cluster, Dawson et al. 2012; and
Pandora’s Cluster, Merten et al. 2011). These plasma
shocks can lead to sharp X-ray bow shock features
(Markevitch et al. 2002, 2005), and coupled with the
intra-cluster magnetic fields can lead to radio relics,
which are diffuse synchrotron sources typically at the
periphery of cluster mergers (see Feretti et al. 2012,
for a review). It is still unclear exactly what effect
these merger related phenomena have on the constituent
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galaxies. There is observational evidence that cluster mergers trigger star formation (e.g. Miller & Owen
2003; Owen et al. 2005; Ferrari et al. 2005; Hwang & Lee
2009), quench it (Poggianti et al. 2004), or have no immediate effect (Chung et al. 2010). In addition to enabling the study of baryonic physical phenomena, merging clusters can be used to constrain the dark matter
self-interaction cross-section by comparing the location
of the dark matter (DM; measured through gravitational
lensing) with the location of the collisonal gas and effectively collisionless galaxies (e.g., Randall et al. 2008;
Dawson et al. 2012). There are seemingly conflicting
results where galaxy-dark matter offsets have been observed in some systems (A520 (Jee et al. 2012) and the
Musket Ball (Dawson 2013)) but not in others (the Bullet Cluster, Bradač et al. 2006, and El Gordo, Jee et al.
2014).
In an attempt to resolve some of these apparent
discrepancies and properly infer the underlying microphysics, we have formed the Merging Cluster Collaboration8 (MC2 ) which is undertaking a systematic X-ray,
broad/narrow band optical, spectroscopic, and radio survey of an ensemble of merging clusters. In this paper
we will present the global galactic properties of CIZA
J2242.8+5301, the first merger of this systematic approach. Jee et al. (submitted) present the weak lensing analysis of this system, and Stroe et al. (submitted)
and Sobral et al. (in preparation) present cluster galaxy
evolution analyses.
CIZA J2242.8+5301 (a.k.a. the Sausage) was first dis8
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covered by Kocevski et al. (2007) in the second Clusters
in the Zone of Avoidance (CIZA) sample, which is a survey of clusters of galaxies behind the Milky Way. Its
galactic coordinates are (104◦ 11′ 20.61′′ , -05◦ 06′ 15.87′′ ),
so it is very near the disk of the Galaxy but away from
the bulge. This cluster is in a field with high Galactic dust extinction (Av =1.382; Schlafly & Finkbeiner
2011), which is likely the reason there have been limited optical studies of the system (with the exception of
our ongoing work and Stroe et al. (2014b)’s Hα study).
van Weeren et al. (2010) conducted the first comprehensive radio survey of the system (including Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT), Giant Meter-wave
Radio Telescope (GMRT), and Very Large Array (VLA)
observations). They observed two radio relics at the
north and south periphery of the cluster (see green contours in Figure 1). These radio relics are elongated diffuse radio emission (approximately 10:1 length to width
ratios). These radio relics are evidence of shock acceleration and spectral aging associated with the outwardmoving shock (this was later confirmed with the followup study of Stroe et al. (2013)). They also observed that
the northern relic is strongly polarized at the 50-60%
level, and used this to infer that the merger angle must
be within ∼30 degrees of the plane of the sky. They also
used the spectral index to infer a Mach number of ∼4.6.
Three
detailed
X-ray
analyses
of
CIZA
J2242.8+5301 have been conducted, one with
XMM-Newton (Ogrean et al. 2013), one with Suzaku
(Akamatsu & Kawahara 2013), and one with Chandra
(Ogrean et al. 2014). The Ogrean et al. (2013) XMMNewton analysis shows an extreme N-S elongation of
the X-ray gas largely consistent with the merger axis
suggested by the radio relics (see red contours of Figure
1). The XMM-Newton instrumental background levels
prevent them from characterizing the surface brightness
profile at the location of the northern radio relic (this is
remedied by the Akamatsu & Kawahara (2013) Suzaku
observations), however near the southern radio relic they
find evidence for a shock with Mach number ∼1.2-1.3.
Ogrean et al. (2013) also note two interesting features
of the gas. The first feature is a “wall” of hot gas east
of the cluster center, and while not associated with a
radio relic it does extend into the region behind the
southern relic. They note that a simple binary merger is
not expected to create such a feature and suggest that
it may be indicative of a more complex merger scenario
(e.g., a triple merger), or “a lack of understanding on
our part of the complex structures formed during real
cluster mergers.” The second feature is a “smudge” of
enhanced X-ray emission coincident with the eastern
1/5 of the northern radio relic. Akamatsu & Kawahara
(2013) found evidence for a temperature jump at the
location of the northern radio relic corresponding to a
Mach number of 3.15 ± 0.52. While lower than that
estimated by the radio (4.6±1.3 van Weeren et al. 2010),
the Mach number estimates are consistent within the
68% confidence intervals. Akamatsu & Kawahara (2013)
did not see a jump in the surface brightness profile, but
they claim that this is due to the large Suzaku PSF
(∼380 kpc) being much larger than the width of the
relic (∼55 kpc). Ogrean et al. (2014) found evidence for
two inner density discontinuities, trailing the northern
and southern radio relics by ∼0.5 Mpc. They argue that

these discontinuities are not likely cold fronts given that
their large distance from the cluster center (≈ 1.5 Mpc)
would make them the most distant cold fronts ever
detected. Additionally, the measured temperature of
∼8-9 keV would make them the hottest of all known
cold fronts. Instead they argue that the inner density
discontinuities could be caused by the violent relaxation
of dark matter tidal tails that were generated at the far
sides of the dark matter halos post-merger.
A number of simulations of the system have been performed. van Weeren et al. (2011) conducted a suite of
simulations studying potential analogs to the system and
argue that CIZA J2242.8+5301 is undergoing a merger in
the plane of the sky (. 10◦ from edge-on), with a mass
radio of about 2:1, an impact parameter of . 400 kpc,
and a core pass that happened about 1 Gyr ago. Interestingly they suggest that the southern subcluster should be
slightly less massive, given the relative size of the southern relic. Kang et al. (2012) conducted diffusive shock
acceleration simulations of the Sausage and found that
Mach numbers from 2-4.5 were supported depending on
the amount of pre-existing cosmic ray electrons. However, they question the ability of the merger event to
produce such an elongated shock. Stroe et al. (2014a)
recently performed a more comprehensive spectral age
simulation of the radio relics and find that the radio observations more likely imply a Mach number of 2.9+0.10
−0.13 ,
bringing the radio inferred Mach number more in line
with the X-ray inferred Mach number.
The only thorough optical analysis of CIZA
J2242.8+5301 to date was an Hα survey conducted by
Stroe et al. (2014b). They find an order of magnitude
boost in the normalization of the Hα galaxy luminosity
function in the vicinity of the relics, even greater than
that of other known mergers at the same redshift. One
important note is that they made assumptions about
the contamination of their cluster Hα population. Stroe
et al. (submitted) have used the redshifts presented in
this paper to show that their original assumptions were
overly conservative. Stroe et al. (submitted) finds an
even larger boost than Stroe et al. (2014b) based on
updated contamination estimates.
In this paper we add to this picture with a broad
band optical and spectroscopic analyses of CIZA
J2242.8+5301, which are key components to properly interpreting the merger. In §2 we discuss our Issac Newton Telescope Wide Field Camera, Subaru SuprimeCam,
and Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) Megacam
observations. In §3 we discuss our Keck DEep Imaging Multi-Object Spectrograph (DEIMOS Faber et al.
2003) and William Hershel Telescope (WHT) AF2 spectroscopic observations. In §4 we discuss our spectroscopic
and imaging selection of cluster members. In §5 we discuss our identification of the systems subclusters and in
§6 we present the galactic properties of those subclusters. In §7.1 we place the current work in context of the
X-ray and radio analyses of the system and where necessary revise existing interpretations. Finally, in §8 we
summarize our results.
We assume a flat ΛCDM universe with H0 =
70 km s−1 Mpc−1 , ΩM = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7. At the
redshift of the cluster (z = 0.188), 1 arcmin corresponds
to 189 kpc.
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Figure 1. Subaru gi color composite image of CIZA J2242.8+5301. The red contours are a linear scale mapping of the XMM-Newton
X-ray luminosity map. The green contours are a linear scale mapping of the WSRT radio emission, the radio relics are the extended and
diffuse emission near the periphery of the north and south subclusters. The cluster galaxy number density contours (white) based on our
red sequence selection begin at 100 galaxies Mpc−2 and increase linearly with increments of 25 galaxies Mpc−2 (copied from Figure 10).
CIZA J2242.8+5301 is an example of a dissociative radio relic merger, with two radio relics at the periphery and the bulk of the cluster
gas dissociated between two subclusters.
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2. OBSERVATIONS: IMAGING

We first observed CIZA J2242.8+5301 in the optical
using the Wide Field Camera (WFC) on the 2.5 m Issac
Newton Telescope (INT) at the Roque de Los Muchachos
Observatory on La Palma. We carried out the observations over two nights (2009, October, 06-07), observing
the system in the B, V, R, and I filters with total exposure times of 12000 s, 9000 s, 9000 s, 9000 s, respectively. The data reduction was carried out with IRAF
and the mscred package (Valdes 1998). Standard bias
and flat-field corrections were carried out and the R and
I band images were fringe corrected with rmfringe. As a
final step the images were registered to the 2MASS WCS
coordinate system and co-added, rejecting pixels above
3.0σrms . The seeing ranged from 1.5′′ -2′′ . This relatively
large point spread function (PSF) coupled with the high
stellar densities in the low galactic latitude field made it
difficult to discriminate between stars and galaxies when
we used the imaging for spectroscopic target selection,
as discussed in §3.1.1.
CIZA J2242.8+5301 was observed with CFHT MegaCam during queue scheduling during 2013 July 3-12 in
r (P.I. A. Stroe). The total integration is 24,000 s, consisting of 40 short (600 s) exposures. The median seeing is ∼ 0.74′′ . We also observed CIZA J2242.8+5301
with Subaru SuprimeCam on 2013 July 13 in g and i
(P.I. D. Wittman). The total integration time 700 s in
g, consisting of four 180 s exposures, and a total integration time of 3060 s in i, consisting of eight 360 s and one
180 s exposures. We rotated the field between each exposure (30 degrees for g and 15 degrees for i) in order
to distribute the bleeding trails and diffraction spikes
from bright stars azimuthally and later removed them
by median-stacking different visits. This scheme enables
us to maximize the number of detected galaxies. The
median seeing for g and i images are 0.72′′ and 0.65′′ ,
respectively. The details of the CFHT and Subaru data
reduction and photometric dust extinction correction are
presented in Jee et al. (submitted).
3. OBSERVATIONS: SPECTROSCOPIC
3.1. Keck DEIMOS Observations

We conducted a spectroscopic survey of CIZA
J2242.8+5301 with the DEIMOS instrument on the Keck
II 10 m telescope over two observing runs on 2013, July
14 and 2013 September 05. Both observing runs were
taken with 1′′ wide slits with the 1200 line mm−1 grating, tilted to a central wavelength of 6700 Å, resulting
in a pixel scale of 0.33 Å pixel−1 , a resolution of ∼ 1 Å
(50 km s−1 ), and typical wavelength coverage of 5400 Å
to 8000 Å, shown in Figure 2. The actual wavelength
coverage may be shifted by ∼ ±410Å depending where
the slit is located along the width of the slitmask. For
most cluster members this enabled us to observe Hβ,
[O III] 4960 & 5008, Mg I (b), Fe I, Na I (D), [O I],
Hα, and the [N II] doublet (Figure 2). This spectral
setup enables us to also study the star formation properties of the cluster galaxies; see related work by Sobral
et al. (in preparation). The position angle (PA) of each
slit was chosen to lie between ±5◦ to 30◦ of the slitmask PA to achieve optimal sky subtraction9 during re9
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duction with the DEEP2 version of the spec2d package
(Newman et al. 2013). Within this range the slit PA was
chosen to minimize the effects of chromatic dispersion by
the atmosphere by aligning the slit, as much as possible,
with the axis connecting the horizon, object and zenith
(see e.g. Filippenko 1982). We observed a total of four
slit masks with approximately 120 slits per mask. For
each mask we took three 900 s exposures.
Since the central wavelength of 6700 Å is bluer than
typical DEIMOS setups we found it necessary to modify
the default DEIMOS arc lamp calibration procedure. We
began by turning on the Hg, Ne, Cd, Kr, Ar, and Zn
lamps on at the same time, after 1 s we turned off the
Hg and Ne lamps, after 7 s we turned off the Cd lamp,
after 8 s we turned off the Kr lamp, and stopped exposing
after 16 s. We found this sequence necessary to prevent
the brighter emission lines on the red side from saturating
while exposing long enough to get lines of sufficient signal
on the blue side.
3.1.1. Keck DEIMOS: Target Selection

Our primary objective for the spectroscopic survey was
to maximize the number of cluster member spectroscopic
redshifts. Since the SuprimeCam imaging was unavailable at the time of our spectroscopic survey planning, we
used the WFC imaging to determine the approximate red
sequence of the cluster and create a galaxy number density map. The DEIMOS 5′ × 16.7′ field-of-view (FOV) is
well suited to survey the elongated CIZA J2242.8+5301
system, ∼ 7′ × 15′ , and we aligned the long axis of
our slitmasks with the long axis of the system. Cluster member target selection was challenging due to the
low galactic latitude (b = −5 deg) with a stellar surface
density approximately 2.7 times the galaxy surface density, as well as variable extinction (∆E(B − V ) ∼0.4 to
0.6 magnitudes) across the field (Schlafly & Finkbeiner
2011; Stroe et al. 2014b). The difficulty of star-galaxy
separation is also compounded by the 1.5′′ -2′′ seeing of
the INT/WFC imaging which results in many stars being blended (especially binary pairs) which results in
many blended pairs of stars passing morphological cuts
designed to eliminate point sources. We find that the
majority of the stars in the field are bluer than the cluster galaxy population, thus we did not target any object
with R − I < 0.9. We found it difficult to clearly define the cluster red sequence due to variable extinction
across the field plus the red star contamination. Thus
rather than exclude galaxies redder than the brightest
cluster galaxy (BCG; R − I = 1.2) we linearly down
weighted the probability of selecting galaxies redder than
the BCG as a function of their R−I color. In addition to
these weights, we weighted each galaxy’s probability of
being targeted by 10−(R−22) , thus preferentially selecting brighter galaxies likely to have higher signal-to-noise
ratios (SNR). We then divided our potential targets into
a bright sample (Sample 1; R <22.5) and a faint sample
(Sample 2; 22.5< R <23.5). We first filled our mask with
as many Sample 1 targets as possible, then filled in the
remainder of the mask with Sample 2 targets.
We used the DSIMULATOR package10 to design each
slitmask. DSIMULATOR automatically selects targets
10
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Figure 2. Spectral coverage of the Keck DEIMOS observations (shaded blue region), along with the redshifted location of common
cluster emission and absorption features (black dashed lines). The blue dot-dash pair and the blue dashed pair of lines show the variable
range depending on where the slit was located along the width of the slitmask. The solid black line shows an example galaxy spectrum
from our DEIMOS survey.

by maximizing the sum total weights of target candidates, by first selecting as many objects from Sample 1
as possible then filling in the remaining area of the slitmask with target candidates from Sample 2. We manually edited the automated target selection to increase
the number of selected targets, e.g. by selecting another
target between targets selected automatically by DSIMULATOR if it resulted in a small loss of sky coverage to
their slits.
While we preferentially targeted likely red sequence
cluster members it was not always possible to fill the
entire mask with these galaxies, in which case we would
place a slit on other galaxies in the field. In our 2013 July
14 observations we serendipitously observed 9 galaxies
from the Stroe et al. (2014b) Hα catalog. In our 2013
September 05 observations we purposefully targeted targeted 17 galaxies from that catalog.
3.1.2. Keck DEIMOS: Data Reduction

The exposures for each mask were combined using
the DEEP2 versions of the spec2d and spec1d packages
(Newman et al. 2013). This package combines the individual exposures of the slit mosaic and performs wavelength calibration, cosmic ray removal and sky subtraction on slit-by-slit basis, generating a processed twodimensional spectrum for each slit. The spec2d pipeline
also generates a processed one-dimensional spectrum for
each slit. This extraction creates a one-dimensional spectrum of the target, containing the summed flux at each
wavelength in an optimized window. The spec1d pipeline
then fits template spectral energy distributions (SED’s)
to each one-dimensional spectrum and estimates a corresponding redshift. There are SED templates for various types of stars, galaxies, and active galactic nuclei
(AGN). We then visually inspect the fits using the zspec
software package (Newman et al. 2013), assign quality
rankings to each fit (following a convention closely related to Newman et al. 2013), and manually fit for redshifts where the automated pipeline failed to identify the
correct fit. An example of one of the reduced spectra is
shown in Figure 2 and more are shown in a related CIZA
J2242.8+5301 galaxy evolution paper (Sobral et al. in
preparation).
3.2. WHT AF2 Observations

We also conducted a separate spectroscopic survey using WHT/AF2. This survey primarily targeted Hα cluster member candidates identified in our narrow band survey of the system (Stroe et al. 2014b, & Stroe et al. submitted). In total 73 objects were targeted over an area
roughly 30′ × 30′ . Specific details regarding the target
selection and data reduction processes are presented in
Sobral et al. (in preparation).
3.3. Spectroscopic Redshift Catalog
3.3.1. DEIMOS Spectroscopic Redshifts

We obtained 505 spectra with DEIMOS. Of these, we
were able to obtain reliable redshifts for 447 objects
(89%; see Table 1), leaving 58 spectra which were either too noisy or had ambiguous redshift solutions (e.g.,
those with a single emission line). Figure 3 shows the redshift distribution of the 255 (51%) high quality (Q ≥ 3,
see Newman et al. (2013) for an explanation on the quality codes) DEIMOS galaxy spectra. Of the high quality
spectra, 206 (41%) fall within 0.176 ≤ z ≤ 0.2, which
is zcluster ± 3 × σ, where zcluster = 0.188 and σ is the
approximate velocity dispersion (1000 km s−1 ; see §6.2).
Of the high quality spectra, 15 (34), or 3% (7%), are
foreground (background) galaxies and 186 (37%) of the
spectra are stars. Of these, 72 were serendipitous spectra, meaning that they were not the primary spectroscopic target. Many of these were paired with primary
spectra that were also stars, owing to the fact that often
binary stars appeared as a single elliptical in the 1.5′′ -2′′
seeing INT/WFC images.
3.3.2. AF2 Spectroscopic Redshifts

We targeted 73 objects with our AF2 spectroscopic
survey of cluster Hα candidates, 42 of which fall within
the 15′ radius of the cluster center being analyzed for
this article. Of those 42 objects 11 (26%) are stars and
19 (45%) are high quality galaxy spectra with reliable
redshifts. Five of those galaxies also have high quality
DEIMOS spectra (§3.3.1). As can be seen from Figure 4
we find that the spectroscopic redshifts for the two surveys are consistent within the measurement errors. In the
following analysis we use just the DEIMOS redshift values for these galaxies due to their smaller uncertainties.
Of the 14 unique high quality AF2 redshifts within a 15′
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Table 1
Keck DEIMOS Redshift Catalog of the CIZA J2242.8+5301 Field
RA
(hh:mm:ss.sss)

Dec
(dd:mm:ss.ss)

z

σz

i
(mag)

σi
(mag)

22:42:43.719
22:42:50.008
22:42:51.259
22:42:36.834
22:43:00.240

+52:54:17.317
+52:54:17.651
+52:54:22.113
+52:54:48.770
+52:54:59.057

0.187259
0.184404
0.183752
0.454690
0.186943

0.000026
0.000057
0.000005
0.000044
0.000023

18.792
18.949
17.833
19.617
18.650

0.003
0.003
0.002
0.006
0.002

Note. — Table 1 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the
Astrophysical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form
and content.
0.192

0.190

zspec

AF2

0.188

0.186

0.184

0.182

Figure 3.
Main: Redshift distribution of the Keck DEIMOS
high quality (Q ≥ 3) galaxy spectroscopic redshifts. The overdensity near the cluster redshift z=0.188 is clear, with 206 spectroscopic galaxies near the cluster redshift, 15 foreground galaxies,
and 34 background galaxies. Inset: A zoom in of the spectroscopic
histogram near the cluster redshift. The north brightest-clustergalaxy (BCG) redshift is indicated by the green arrow, and the
second-brightest southern cluster galaxy is indicated by the blue
arrow. While we targeted the southern BCG we were unable to
extract a redshift due to it landing on a chip-gap.

radius of the cluster center, 11 are new cluster members
and 3 are higher redshift galaxies.
4. GALAXY CLUSTER MEMBER SELECTION

To determine which galaxies are members of the CIZA
J2242.8+5301 cluster we utilize both spectroscopic and
red sequence cluster member selection methods. The
spectroscopic sample has the advantage of a being a more
pure sample and the precise redshifts are a necessity for
many of the following analyses (see §5.1 & §6). While the
red sequence sample is not as pure it is more complete
and is not subject to the under sampling bias that affects
the spectroscopic sample (§4.1) thus it is advantageous
for some analyses (see §5.2). In this section we define
each sample and quantify the sample completeness and
purity.
In what follows we limit our consideration to galaxies within 15′ of the center of the Subaru field, RA =
22h 42m43.762s, Dec = 53◦ 02′ 06.3′′ . Subaru SuprimeCam
is strongly vignetted beyond this radius, with the corner
pixels receiving approximately half the light as the center (von der Linden et al. 2014). Since the cluster fits
well within this radius there would be little gained by

0.180
0.180

0.182

0.184

zspec

DEIMOS
0.186

0.188

0.190

0.192

Figure 4. Spectroscopic redshift comparison of the five galaxies
in our CIZA J2242.8+5301 survey that have overlapping DEIMOS
and AF2 spectra and pass both DEIMOS and AF2 quality cuts
(blue error bars). The green line shows the expected 1:1 ratio.

including galaxies outside this radius.
4.1. Spectroscopic Redshift Selection
All spectroscopic galaxies within the range 0.176 ≤ z ≤
0.2 are considered to be cluster members. This range is
defined by zcluster ± 3 × σ, where zcluster = 0.188 and σ
is the approximate velocity dispersion of each subcluster (1000 km s−1 ; see §6.2). This is not exactly a 3σ
selection cut, since the velocity dispersions of the northern and southern subclusters are 1160 ± 95 km s−1 and
1080 ± 90 km s−1 , respectively, and they have a line-ofsight relative velocity difference of −69 ± 190 km s−1 (see
§6.2). This selection results in 206 Keck DEIMOS spectroscopic redshifts and 11 unique WHT AF2 spectroscopic redshifts, for a total of 217 spectroscopic cluster
member redshifts.
Since our Keck DEIMOS spectroscopic survey targeted
primarily cluster red sequence galaxies (see §3.1.1) it is
an incomplete survey of the cluster blue cloud galaxies.
While the WHT AF2 survey adds a number of blue-cloud
galaxies there are only 11 unique additional spectra in
the 15′ radius surrounding the cluster. Also, since the
blue cloud region of color-magnitude space has a large
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Figure 5.
Estimate of the Keck DEIMOS spectroscopic completeness of the cluster red sequence galaxies as a function of extinction corrected Subaru i-band magnitude in the Keck DEIMOS
survey footprint area.

amount of stellar contamination it is difficult to estimate
our completeness of this population of cluster galaxies.
However, we are able to use the cluster red sequence to
estimate our spectroscopic completeness in this region
of color-magnitude space. After correcting for the purity of our red sequence imaging selection (§4.2.2) and
Keck DEIMOS survey area, we estimate the spectroscopic completeness for red sequence cluster galaxies as
a function of i-band magnitude, Figure 5.
While our Keck DEIMOS spectroscopic survey is a
&70% complete sample of cluster red sequence galaxies
with i <19 (mass & 1010 M⊙ ), it is important to note the
undersampling bias that affects the densest parts of the
subclusters. Since Keck DEIMOS utilizes slitmasks and
the reduction software (§3.1.2) is not designed for slits
that overlap in the dispersion direction, we undersample
the dense cores of each subcluster (see e.g., the insets
of Figure 10) relative to the less-dense periphery of each
subcluster. This bias will affect the southern subcluster more than the northern subcluster, due to its higher
galaxy concentration.
4.2. Red Sequence Selection

Despite our spectroscopic survey being a &70% complete sample of cluster red sequence galaxies with i <19,
we are able to obtain a more complete and less biased
survey of cluster members through color-magnitude selection. In this subsection we first discuss our star/galaxy
separation schema and then discuss our red sequence
cluster membership selection schema, as well as the purity of this sample.
4.2.1. Star-galaxy Separation

The excellent 0.65′′ seeing of the Subaru i-band imaging facilitates star-galaxy separation via size (or halflight radius) cuts. We couple this with each objects’
magnitude to perform a size-magnitude cut to distinguish
between stars and galaxies (see Figure 6). In Figure 6
we overlay spectroscopically confirmed stars and galaxies as well as our defined border between the star-galaxy
phase space. For i >18 stars are defined to have half-light
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Half−light Radius [pixel]

15

20

Figure 6. A size magnitude diagram based on Subaru extinction
corrected i-band magnitude and half-light radius. Spectroscopically confirmed stars (green stars) and galaxies (blue circles) are
overlaid. The stellar track is visible to the left and above the light
blue lines which designate our defined star/galaxy separation border. For i >18 stars are defined to have half-light radii < 2.2 pixels,
at i=18 the slope changes to -0.53, and at i=16 changes to -0.14
in order to track the changing stellar sequence slope due to saturation. A half-light-radius of 2.2 pixels is 0.44′′ for SuprimeCam.
Several spectroscopic stars have half-light radii greater than 2.2
pixels due to blending with neighboring objects.

radii < 2.2 pixels (0.44′′ ), at i=18 the slope changes to
−0.53, and at i=16 changes to −0.14 in order to track the
changing stellar sequence slope due to saturation. Our
star-galaxy separation schema errs more towards galaxy
completeness than purity, since blending results in a large
number of stars with measured half-light radii > 2.2 pixels.
We also investigated whether a color-magnitude cut
would increase our star-galaxy discriminating power. All
reasonable color-magnitude cuts resulted in a sample of
stars that were already subsumed by the size-magnitude
selected sample.
4.2.2. Red Sequence Properties

We find that after star-galaxy separation and dust
extinction corrections that there is a well defined and
relatively tight cluster red sequence (see Figure 7; see
Appendix A for discussion of the dust extinction corrections). We further accentuate this by plotting spectroscopically confirmed cluster members in this colormagnitude space (green points in Figure 7). Across the
15′ radius field there are 2605 presumed galaxies that
fall within our defined red sequence region. We estimate the purity of a cluster red sequence selected sample
by studying the population of spectroscopic stars and
galaxies within our red sequence selection region. Our
red sequence selection region extends to i=22 and our
spectroscopic sample completeness falls to <10% beyond
i >20 (see Figure 5) so our purity calculations should
be considered rough estimates. Within the red sequence
selection region there are 234 spectroscopic objects with
secure redshifts: 179 (77%) are cluster galaxy members,
4 (2%) are foreground galaxies, 14 (6%) are background
galaxies, and 38 (16%) are stars. Thus our red sequence
selection sample is reasonably pure. We also find no ev-
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Figure 7. Color-magnitude diagram of galaxies within a 15′ radius of the system center, based on dust corrected Subaru g and i
magnitudes. Spectroscopic cluster (green), foreground (light blue),
and background (dark blue) galaxies are overlaid. Our red sequence
selection region is outlined in light green.

idence for clustering of the contaminants and thus expect no resulting propagation of bias in our subcluster
location estimates. We do not attempt to estimate the
completeness of this cluster red sequence membership selection schema since our spectroscopic survey was not a
magnitude limited survey, instead targeting primarily red
sequence galaxies.
5. SUBCLUSTER IDENTIFICATION

We employ two separate methods of subcluster identification based on galaxy cluster membership discussed
in §4. The first is the Dressler & Shectman (1988) redshift analysis and the second is a projected galaxy number/luminosity over-density analysis. These two methods are complementary. The DS-test has been shown to
be one of the best at identifying substructure in cluster (Pinkney et al. 1996; Einasto et al. 2012), however it
has a notable weakness when attempting to identify substructures with very similar redshifts and velocity dispersions (e.g., subclusters of similar mass that are merging
near the plane of the sky). While the projected galaxy
number/luminosity over-density method largely ignores
redshift information (except in broad cluster membership
selection) it is best at identifying substructure with large
relative projected separations (e.g., subclusters that are
merging near the plane of the sky Pinkney et al. 1996).
5.1. Dressler–Shectman Test

In an attempt to identify the main subclusters and
minor substructures in the system, we perform a DS-test
(Dressler & Shectman 1988) analysis where we calculate
the DS-δ value of each spectroscopic cluster member (see
§4.1). For each galaxy the DS-δ parameter is calculated
as,
i
Nlocal h
2
2
(v̄
−
v̄)
+
(σ
−
σ)
,
(1)
δ2 =
local
local
σ2
where Nlocal is the number of nearest neighbors (including the galaxy itself) to include when calculating v̄local ,

the average line-of-sight velocity, and
√ σlocal , the local velocity dispersion. We let Nlocal = ⌈ Ntotal ⌉, where Ntotal
is the total number of spectroscopic cluster members,
following the best-practice identified by Pinkney et al.
(1996). Cluster substructures will have larger δ values.
In Figure 8 we plot the projected location of each spectroscopic cluster member and represent it as a circle with
diameter proportional to 10δ . We find that there is a concentration of galaxies with large δ values in the south, indicative of cluster substructure with a mean line-of-sight
velocity and/or velocity dispersion different from that of
the system average. Looking at the distribution of δ values (Figure 9) we find that there is a natural break near
δ=2.0. Fourteen of the galaxies with δ > 2.0 are compactly clustered in the south. These make up a small
fraction of the total number of spectroscopic galaxies
(206) and are considerably fainter than the more massive galaxies that define the southern subcluster peak.
This leads us to define the galaxies as members of a substructure we call Interloper.
We investigate the significance of the interloper substructure by comparing the cumulative deviation,
∆=

NX
total

δi ,

(2)

i

of the observed system with that of 10,000 realizations
where we maintain the projected galaxy locations but
shuffle the redshifts. When we do this for all of the cluster redshifts we find ∆ = 221.6 which is only a 0.55σ
deviation from the mean of the distribution defined by
the 10,000 resamplings. If we instead investigate the significance of the interloper by considering only redshifts
within 625 kpc of the peak of the southern subcluster
(§6.1) we find∆ = 93.0, which is a 1.8σ deviation. Since
there is only marginal evidence for the interloper being
a distinct substructure, in §6, we consider both the cases
where the interloper is a distinct substructure and where
the interloper galaxies are just members of the southern
subcluster.
With the exception of the interloper galaxies the redshift distributions in the north and south regions of the
system are similar, see Figure 8. The DS-test, designed
primarily to identify velocity substructure, cannot separate structures with such similar radial velocity distributions. Thus the results are not inconsistent with the
previous findings of van Weeren et al. (2011) suggesting
that the CIZA J2242.8+5301 system consists of two near
equal mass subclusters.
5.2. Projected Densities

Given the similar redshift distributions (see Figures 8
& 11) and velocity dispersions in the north and south
(as we will discuss in §6) and the known failure mechanism of the DS-test we also look for substructures in
projected space. We independently use both the spectroscopic cluster member sample, §4.1, and the red sequence
cluster member sample, §4.2. For each of these samples
we study both the projected galaxy number density distribution and the projected luminosity density distribution (essentially the same as the number density except
that we weight each galaxy by its observed i-band luminosity, assuming it is at the average redshift of the
cluster).
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n as the number of galaxies, Xi = (Xi1 , Xi2 ) as the two
spatial values of each galaxy, h = (h1 , h2 ) the bandwidth
for each dimension, and K is the bivariate Gaussian kernel function.
The most important aspect of performing a KDE is
to pick suitable bandwidths h (smoothing length). The
smaller the bandwidth the greater the variance in the
KDE, however the greater the bandwidth the greater
the bias. The consideration for choosing suitable bandwidths is what is known as the bias-variance trade-off.
We picked our smoothing bandwidth by performing an
exhaustive leave-one-out cross-validation (Stone 1984) in
each dimension, while maximizing the likelihood of fit between our KDE and the data. The cross validated score
in each dimension (l) can be written as:

Figure 8. Projected locations of Keck DEIMOS spectroscopic
cluster members color coded according to their redshift, with red
sequence sample number density contours (see Figure 10 for detailed description). The diameter of each circle is proportional to
10δ , where δ is the DS-δ value for each galaxy: the larger the circle
the more likely that galaxy belongs to a substructure with disparate
velocity and/or velocity dispersion from that of the bulk system
properties. There are 15 spectroscopic galaxies in the south that
show signs of constituting a substructure (i.e., clustering of large
circles) with z ∼ 0.191. Note that the DS-test is not expected to
identify the larger north and south subclusters because they have
nearly identical velocity distributions.
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Figure 9.
DS-δ distribution for Keck DEIMOS spectroscopic
cluster members. All but three of the galaxies with δ > 2.0 are
compactly clustered in the in the south. We define the galaxies to
make up the interloper.

We employed kernel density estimation (KDE)11 to
model the structures of the galaxy data. We made use
of KDE as the number density estimate,




p
n
Y
X
xi − Xij 
1

K
, (3)
fˆ(x, h) = Qp
n j=1 hj i=1 j=1
hj

where we use p = 2 as the number of spatial variables,
11

A more comprehensive discussion of KDE can be found in
either Feigelson & Babu 2012 or Ivezić et al. 2014

CVl (hi ) =

n
1 X ˆ
ln f−i,kern (Xi ),
N i

(4)

where we constructed n datasets, with data of the i-th
galaxy being left out in each dataset and we performed
a grid search of suitable hi values to maximize the score.
When we apply this procedure to the red sequence selected sample we find that the most suitable bandwidths
(i.e., those with the maximum CV score) for the RA and
Dec are 62′′ and 42′′ respectively, and when we apply it
to the spectroscopic cluster member sample we find 90′′
and 67′′ for the RA and Dec dimensions, respectively. To
avoid anamorphic distortions in the projected RA-Dec
space, we use the smaller of the two bandwidths for each
dimension, 42′′ for the red sequence sample and 67′′ for
the spectroscopic cluster member sample. We choose
the smaller of the two bandwidths in each case since this
minimizes bias. While this choice will slightly increase
the variance, we have verified that we are still able to
maintain subcluster peak density SNR’s > 9 by performing bootstrap error analyses of each map with 1000 resamplings of the respective galaxy populations. We find
general agreement between each of the four resulting density maps. For the sake of simplicity, in what follows we
will consider just the red sequence number density map,
however we present the four resulting density maps in
Appendix B.
From the red sequence number density map presented
in Figure 10 it is apparent there are two distinct subclusters (one in the north and one in the south) with
similar size and density. We compare this galaxy density
distribution with the X-ray and radio emission of the
system in Figure 1. The two dominant subclusters that
are aligned closely with the merger axis inferred from
the radio relics (van Weeren et al. 2010) and elongated
X-ray gas distribution (Ogrean et al. 2013, 2014). Furthermore, the X-ray gas distribution is largely located
between the two galaxy subcluster as expected for a dissociative merger. We discuss the galaxy distribution in
relation to the other cluster emission further in §7.1, and
Jee et al. (submitted) discuss the galaxy distribution in
relation the the weak lensing mass distribution.
6. SUBCLUSTER PROPERTIES

Having defined the northern, southern, and interloper
subclusters in §5, we now present the macroscopic galaxy
properties of each subcluster. Of particular interest are
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′′

Dec = 53◦ 05′ 06′′ +32′′ ) and the south subcluster is lo−23
h

s

′′

◦ ′ ′′ +31
cated at (RA = 22 42m39s +50
−50s , Dec = 52 58 35 −18′′ ).
These locations as well as the 68% confidence regions are
shown in Figure 10. As can be seen from the north and
south zoomed insets of Figure 10 the north and south
subcluster peak locations are very near the BCG of each
subcluster, 55 kpc and 85 kpc, respectively.
Given the north and south subcluster locations we estimate that the projected separation of the two sub+0.7
clusters is 6.9′ −0.5 , which corresponds to 1.3 Mpc+0.13
−0.10 .
We estimate the projected separation PDF by selecting
10,000 random samples from the aforementioned north
and south subcluster location bootstrap samples and calculate the spherical trigonometric separation of the two
in each case.

6.2. Subcluster Redshifts and Velocity Dispersions

Figure 10. Smoothed galaxy luminosity density map of CIZA
J2242.8+5301 based on cluster red sequence selection. The cluster
galaxy number density contours (black) based on our red sequence
selection begin at 100 galaxies Mpc−2 and increase linearly with
icraments of 25 galaxies Mpc−2 . Color composites based on the
Subaru g and i band observations are shown for the peaks of the
north and south subclusters. The light green ellipses show the 68%
confidence regions for the locations of each subcluster based on
10,000 bootstrap resamplings of the cluster red sequence galaxies.
The dark green circle in the bottom right of the map shows the
scale of the KDE bandwidth used to create the map.

the subcluster locations, redshifts, and velocity dispersions (σv ).
6.1. Subcluster Locations

Accurate subcluster locations are necessary for the dynamic analysis of the system. They are also necessary
for some constraints on the dark matter self-interactions
that rely on accurately constraining the offset between
the effectively collisionless galaxies and dark matter. The
dynamic analysis also depends on accurate estimates of
each subcluster’s redshift, or their relative line-of-sight
velocities.
To estimate the subcluster locations we use the four
KDE projected density maps discuss in §5.2. We measure the locations of the north and south subclusters as
the peaks of density maps in the north and south regions,
respectively. To estimate the uncertainty distribution on
these peak locations we generate 10,000 bootstrap samples from the respective cluster member sample and repeat the same smoothing and peak location process for
each, limiting the search region to ∼500 kpc × 500 kpc regions surrounding each peak in the original density map.
We find consistent location estimates in each of the four
maps for both the north and south subclusters (see Figure B). We report here location estimates for the red sequence cluster member sample (§4.2) and KDE projected
number density map (§5.2), since it is less affected by the
spectroscopic undersampling bias (see discussion in §4.1)
and since our bootstrap resampling for the luminosity
weighted maps is potentially biased due to resampling
the galaxies rather than units of luminosity. We find that
s
the north subcluster is located at (RA = 22h 42m50s +50
−50s ,

To investigate the redshift and velocity dispersions
of each subcluster we consider all spectroscopic cluster
member galaxies within a 625 kpc radius of the respective
red sequence number density location (see §6.1). These
apertures were chosen to be as large as possible while
maintaining mutual exclusivity of the subcluster membership. For the southern subcluster we exclude the 14
galaxies identified as interlopers (§5.1) and estimate their
redshift and velocity dispersion separately. In total we
use 69 and 62 redshifts when analyzing the northern and
southern subclusters, respectively. The redshift distributions of each of these selections are shown in Figure
11. While the southern subcluster redshift distribution
appears bimodal there is no sign of corresponding clustering in projected space; as discussed in §5.1.
We estimate each subcluster’s redshift and velocity dispersion using the biweight-statistic and bias-corrected
68% confidence limit (Beers et al. 1990) applied to
100,000 bootstrap samples of each subcluster’s spectroscopic redshifts. We summarize these results in Table 2.
We find very similar redshifts for the northern and south+0.00054
ern subclusters, 0.18794+0.00054
−0.00054 and 0.18821−0.00052, respectively. These translate to a relative line-of-sight
(LOS) velocity difference in the frame of the cluster of
vnorth − vsouth = −69 ± 190 km s−1 . This suggests that
either they are both nearly in the plan of the sky, have
slowed as they near the apocenter of the merger, or a
combination of the two. van Weeren et al. (2010) argue
that the merger is occurring close to the plane of the sky.
As we will show in a more detailed dynamics analysis
(Dawson et al. in preparation) it is likely a combination
of the two effects. Comparing the relative LOS velocities
of the southern subcluster and the interloper we find a
larger difference, vsouth − vinterloper = −710 ± 200 km s−1 ,
however this is still smaller than the velocity dispersion
of the southern subcluster (see Figure 11).
While velocity dispersion mass estimates have been
shown to be biased measures in disturbed systems they
still provide an independent mass estimate to compare
with the less systematic prone weak lensing mass estimates (Jee et al. submitted). Furthermore, given the
relatively large offset of the subclusters and their relatively small line-of-sight velocity difference we expect
that the velocity dispersion bias is not significantly larger
than the statistical uncertainty. We find similar ve-
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with the bulk of the X-ray emitting gas located between
the two subclusters, making this a textbook dissociative
merger.
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Figure 11.
Redshift distributions of the northern subcluster
(green), southern subcluster (dark blue), and the potential interloper (light blue). Redshift locations and velocity dispersions are
listed in the upper left of each subpanel. The northern and southern subcluster histograms include spectroscopic members within a
625 kpc radius of the peak location of each subcluster (§6.1). Interloper galaxies were excluded from the southern subcluster distribution.

locity dispersions for the northern and southern sub−1
−1
clusters, 1160+100
and 1080+100
, respec−90 km s
−70 km s
tively. These estimates are consistent with the picture
of subclusters of similar richness seen in the galaxy density maps (see e.g., Figure 10). Converting these velocity dispersions into M200 mass estimates using the
Evrard et al. (2008) scaling relation we estimate masses
+4.0
14
14
of 16.1+4.6
−3.3 × 10 M⊙ and 13.0−2.5 × 10 M⊙ for the
northern and southern subclusters, respectively. These
mass estimates are consistent with the Jee et al. (submitted) weak lensing mass estimates, shown here in Table 2,
although slightly larger. For the interloper we estimate
−1
a velocity dispersion of 540+190
, which translates
−110 km s
+2.4
14
to M200 = 1.6−0.8 × 10 M⊙ . However as we discussed
in §5.1 the evidence for the interloper is not highly significant according to the DS-Test alone. Even if it is a
valid substructure we caution that its velocity dispersion
estimate is only based on 14 redshifts and the quoted
statistical uncertainties are likely underestimated.
Considering the uncertainty of the interloper substructure (see §5.1), we reanalyze the southern subcluster
properties including the interloper galaxies to ensure that
their exclusion from the analysis of the southern subcluster does not significantly affect our previous findings. With their inclusion we find z = 0.18900+0.00050
−0.00049
−1
and σv = 1130+100
km
s
for
the
southern
subcluster.
−80
These results are consistent with the results when the
interlopers are excluded.
7. DISCUSSION

Our findings largely support the general interpretation
that CIZA J2242.8+5301 is a major cluster merger being observed sometime after the first pericentric collision.
We have found that CIZA J2242.8+5301 is dominated by
two subclusters of similar scale, density, and mass. Furthermore we are able to accurately locate the subclusters at the leading edges of the elongated X-ray emission,

van Weeren et al. (2010) suggest that the observed radio relic polarization of 50-60% indicates that the merger
angle must be within ∼ degrees of the plane of the sky.
Our observed line of sight relative velocity of the subclusters, vnorth − vsouth = −69 ± 190 km s−1 is consistent
with a merger occurring nearly in the plane of the sky,
however without further analysis we cannot rule out the
possibility that the merger has a larger inclination angle and is just being observed near the merger apocenter
where the subclusters have slowed just before or after
turn-around. We will address this in future paper where
we present our detailed geometric and dynamic analysis
of the system (Dawson et al. in preparation).
van Weeren et al. (2011) conducted simulations of the
system and argue that they suggest a bimodal merger
with a 2:1 mass ratio between the north and south
subclusters and an impact parameter less than 400 kpc.
While our velocity dispersion based mass estimates prefer
closer to a 1:1 mass ratio, our mass estimates are consistent with a 2:1 mass ratio. It is difficult for us to place
tight constraints on the impact parameter, however we
find excellent agreement between the merger axis inferred
from the radio relics and elongated gas distribution (see
Figure 1), suggesting that the impact parameter is not
significantly larger than our uncertainty on the subcluster locations .200 kpc.
Ogrean et al. (2013) find a “wall” of hot gas east of the
cluster center. They note that a simple binary merger is
not expected to create such a feature and suggest that
it may be indicative a more complex merger scenario
(e.g. a triple merger), or “a lack of understanding on
our part of the complex structures formed during real
cluster mergers.” Other than an insignificant substructure we find no evidence for a complex multiple merger
scenario and instead our analysis favors a relatively clean
bimodal merger. This then suggest that our understanding of how complex X-ray structures are formed during
cluster mergers is incomplete.
As discussed in §1, Ogrean et al. (2014) found evidence
for two inner density X-ray discontinuities, trailing the
northern and southern radio relics by ∼0.5 Mpc. They
argue that these discontinuities are not likely cold fronts
given that their large distance from the cluster center
(≈ 1.5 Mpc) would make them the most distant cold
fronts ever detected. However the location of these potential cold fronts should be measured with respect to the
two subclusters and not the cluster system center. In this
case the potential cold fronts are offset less than 500 kpc
from the centers of their respective subclusters. However,
this does not help explain the anomalously high temperatures of ∼8-9 keV. Our observations may also lend
support to the possibility that the inner density discontinuities are the result of violent relaxation of the dark
matter halos since the galaxies suggest that their are two
dark matter halos near the discontinuities.
Stroe et al. (2014b) find an order of magnitude boost
in the normalization of the galaxy luminosity function in
the vicinity of the relics. Our analysis finds no evidence
that this boost in star formation is simply due to coinci-
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Table 2
Observed subcluster properties

a
b

Subcluster

RAa

Deca

Redshift

σv
(km s−1 )

σv M200
(1014 M⊙ )

WL M200 b
(1014 M⊙ )

North
South
Interloper

22h 42m 50s
22h 42m 39s
22h 42m 43s

53◦ 05′ 06′′
52◦ 58′ 35′′
52◦ 56′ 38′′

0.18794+0.00054
−0.00054
0.18821+0.00054
−0.00052
0.19102+0.00055
−0.00065

1160+100
−90
1080+100
−70
540+190
−110

16.1+4.6
−3.3
13.0+4.0
−2.5
1.6+2.4
−0.8

11.0+3.7
−3.2
9.8+3.8
−2.5
···

The uncertainties on these locations are discussed in §6.1.
As presented in Jee et al. (submitted) weak lensing analysis of CIZA J2242.8+5301.

dental infalling groups or other substructure, suggesting
that the enhanced star formation may be the result of
cluster members responding to changes in their environment due to the merger.
Our finding of two dominant subclusters, with similar
mass based on velocity dispersions is consistent with our
weak lensing analysis of the system (Jee et al. submitted).
In that paper we perform a detailed analysis comparing
the relative locations of the galaxies and mass in that
paper.
8. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented our comprehensive broadband
imaging (§2) and spectroscopic survey (§3) of the CIZA
J2242.8+5301 cluster’s galaxy population, and used this
information to provide a new perspective on the cluster’s global properties. We confirm that the cluster is
a textbook dissociative major merger, with the bulk of
the gas being offset between two galaxy subclusters. We
also find excellent agreement between the merger axis
inferred from the two radio relics, elongated X-ray gas,
and bimodal galaxy distribution (see Figure 1).
We find that the system is dominated by two subclusters of comparable richness (§5) and accurately measure
their locations (§6.1), which imply a projected separa+0.7
tion of 6.9′ −0.5 (1.3 Mpc+0.13
−0.10 ). We find that the north
and south subclusters have redshifts of 0.18794+0.00054
−0.00054
and 0.18821+0.00054
,
respectively,
corresponding
to
a rel−0.00052
ative line-of-sight velocity of 69 ± 190 km s−1 . This is
consistent with previous suggestions that the merger is
occurring close to the plane of the sky, however without
a more detailed dynamics analysis we cannot rule out the
possibility that the merger has a larger inclination angle
and is just being observed near the merger apocenter.
We also find that north and south subclusters
−1
have velocity dispersions of 1160+100
and
−90 km s
+100
−1
1080−70 km s , respectively (§6.2). These correspond
+4.0
14
14
to masses of 16.1+4.6
−3.3 × 10 M⊙ and 13.0−2.5 × 10 M⊙ ,
respectively. While velocity dispersion measurements of
merging clusters can be biased we believe the bias in this
system to be minor due to the large projected separation
and nearly plane-of-sky merger configuration. In this regard we find the velocity dispersion inferred masses to
be consistent with our weak lensing inferred masses (Jee
et al. submitted). CIZA J2242.8+5301 is a relatively
clean dissociative cluster merger, potentially occurring
near the plane of the sky, with near 1:1 mass ratio, which
makes it an ideal merger for studying merger associated
physical phenomena.
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Figure 12.
Color-magnitude diagram of galaxies within a 15′ radius of the system center, based on non-dust corrected Subaru g
and i magnitudes (observed). Spectroscopic cluster members using non-dust corrected magnitudes are shown in blue. For comparison
the spectroscopic cluster members using dust corrected magnitudes are copied from Figure 7 and shown in green. The red sequence is
noticeably tighter in color space after applying the dust corrections, which is reflective of the highly varying attenuation across the field.

APPENDIX
EFFECT OF GALACTIC EXTINCTION ON THE COLOR-MAGNITUDE RELATION

As discussed in Stroe et al. (2014b) and Jee et al. (submitted) the Galactic dust extinction in the CIZA J2242.8+5301
field results in high attenuation (Av =1.382), which varies significantly across the field (0.35 < E(B − V ) < 0.52;
Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011). We use extinction values from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) to recover reddened magnitudes. Given the spatial resolution of ∼ 4′ , we interpolate between the extinction pierce points using cubic interpolation
to predict the dust attenuation at each source position. We correct the g, r and i magnitudes by interpolating in wavelength to the effective wavelength of the Subaru and CFHT filters (see Stroe et al. 2014b, for details).
In Figure 12 we plot the color-magnitude diagram using the non-dust corrected magnitudes (observed ). For comparison we copy the spectroscopic cluster members using dust corrected magnitudes from Figure 7 and shown in green.
The red sequence is noticeably tighter in color space after applying the dust corrections, which is reflective of the
highly varying attenuation across the field. Additionally, the translation of the red sequence in the iauto direction
illustrates the large average attenuation (Av ∼ 0.75) across the field.
GALAXY DENSITY COMPARISONS

Here we compare the galaxy density maps for the red sequence selection (§4.2) and spectroscopic cluster member
selection (§4.1) samples, with and without galaxy luminosity weighting. This is an extension of our projected galaxy
density discussion in §5.2.
We find that each of these four representations have the same general features (see Figure 13): two dominant
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subclusters (one in the north and one in the south) that are aligned closely with the merger axis inferred from the
radio relics (van Weeren et al. 2010) and elongated X-ray gas distribution (Ogrean et al. 2013), see for example the
red sequence sample number density map in Figure 10 (All four maps are shown in Figure 13 of the Appendix).
We also find close agreement between the subcluster peak locations for each representation. There are some notable
differences between the maps. The number density maps result in slightly less concentrated distributions compared
to the luminosity density maps. The red sequence sample luminosity density map shows that the southern subcluster
is more densely concentrated relative to the northern subcluster, see Figure 10, whereas the spectroscopic sample
luminosity density map shows them to be about the same. This can be explained by spectroscopic undersampling
bias (see §4.1 for discussion). In the zoom of the southern subcluster region in Figure 10 it is apparent that there are
a number of very densely packed bright cluster galaxies (compare with the less densely packed northern subcluster
peak). Thus we were able to obtain a more complete spectroscopic survey of the northern subcluster.
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Figure 13. The four galaxy density maps discussed in §5.2. Each map has a linear scaling with black being less and white being more
galaxies Mpc−2 . The KDE bandwidth (i.e., smoothing scale) is shown by the green circle in the lower right of each map. The white bar in
the lower left gives the physical scale at the cluster redshift z = 0.188. a) The cluster red sequence sample number density map. The cluster
galaxy number density contours (black) begin at 100 galaxies Mpc−2 and increase linearly with increments of 25 galaxies Mpc−2 . The scale
has been corrected for contamination (see discussion in §4.2). b) The cluster red sequence sample luminosity density map. c) The cluster
spectroscopic sample number density map. The cluster spectroscopic number density contours (black) begin at 10 galaxies Mpc−2 and
increase linearly with increments of 10 galaxies Mpc−2 . d) The cluster spectroscopic luminosity density map.
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Figure 14. A comparison of the peak 65% confidence intervals for the north (left) and south (right) subclusters, as measured for the red
sequence number (light green) & luminosity (dark green) projected density maps, and spectroscopic cluster sample number (light blue)
& luminosity (dark blue) projected density maps. The dimensions of each figure are chosen to prevent anamorphic distortions. We find
general agreement between each location measure.

